Background: Nuclear astrophysics centers on the role of nuclear physics in the cosmos. In particular, nuclear masses at the limits of stability are critical in the development of stellar structure and the origin of the elements.
I. INTRODUCTION
As articulated in the most recent US long-range plan for nuclear science [1] "nuclear astrophysics addresses the role of nuclear physics in our universe", particularly in the development of structure and on the origin of the chemical elements. In this context, fundamental nuclear properties such as masses, radii, and lifetimes play a critical role. However, knowledge of these nuclear properties is required at the extreme conditions of density, temperature, and isospin asymmetry found in most astrophysical environments. Indeed, exotic nuclei near the drip lines are at the core of several fundamental questions driving nuclear structure and astrophysics today: what are the limits of nuclear binding?, where do the chemical elements come from?, and what is the nature of matter at extreme densities? [1] [2] [3] .
Although new experimental facilities have been commissioned with the aim of measuring nuclear masses, radii, and decays far away from stability, at present some of the required astrophysical inputs are still derived from often uncontrolled theoretical extrapolations. And even though modern experimental facilities of the highest intensity and longest reach will determine nuclear properties with unprecedented accuracy throughout the nuclear chart, it has been recognized that many nuclei of astrophysical relevance will remain beyond the experimental reach [4] [5] [6] . Thus, reliance on theoretical models that extrapolate into unknown regions of the nuclear chart becomes unavoidable. Unfortunately, these extrapolations are highly uncertain and may ultimately lead to faulty conclusions [7] . However, one should not underestimate the vital role that experiments play and will continue to play. Indeed, measurements of even a handful of exotic short-lived isotopes are of critical importance in constraining theoretical models and in so doing better guide the extrapolations.
Although no clear-cut remedy exists to cure such unavoidable extrapolations, we have recently offered a path to mitigate the problem [6, 8, 9] primarily in the case of nuclear masses. The basic paradigm behind our two-pronged approach is to start with a robust underlying theoretical model that captures as much physics as possible followed by a Bayesian Neural Network (BNN) refinement that aims to account for the missing physics [6] . Several virtues were identified in such a combined approach. First, we observed a significant improvement in the predictions of those nuclear masses that were excluded from the training of the neural network-even for some of the most sophisticated mass models available in the literature [10] [11] [12] . Second, mass models of similar quality that differ widely in their predictions far away from stability tend to drastically and systematically reduce their theoretical spread after the implementation of the BNN refinement. Finally, due to the Bayesian nature of the approach, the refined predictions are always accompanied by statistical uncertainties. This philosophy was adopted in our most recent work [9] , which culminated with the publication of two refined mass models: the mic-mac model of Duflo and Zuker [11] and the microscopic HFB-19 functional of Goriely and collaborators [12] .
As luck would have it, shortly after the submission of our latest manuscript [9] we became aware of the newly published atomic mass evaluation AME2016 [13] . This is highly relevant given that the training of the neural network relied exclusively on a previous mass compilation (AME2012) [14] . Thus, insofar as the nearly 50 new masses appearing in the newest compilation, ours are bonafide theoretical predictions. Confronting the newly refined mass models against the newly published data is the main goal of this brief report.
This short manuscript has been organized as follows. First, no further physics justification nor detailed account of the BNN framework are given here, as both were extensively addressed in our most recent publication [9] . Second, the results presented in Sec. II are limited to those nuclei appearing in the AME2016 compilation whose masses were not reported previously or whose values, although determined from experimental trends of neighboring nuclides, have a strong impact on r-process nucleosynthesis. As we articulate below, the main outcome from this study is the validation of the novel BNN approach. Indeed, we conclude that the improvement reported in Ref. [9] extends to the newly determined nuclear masses-which in the present case represent true model predictions. We end the paper with a brief summary in Sec. III.
II. RESULTS
In Ref. [9] we published refined mass tables with the aim of taming the unavoidable extrapolations into unexplored regions of the nuclear chart that are critical for astrophysical applications. Specifically, we refined the predictions of both the Duflo-Zuker [11] and HFB-19 [12] models using the AME2012 compilation in the mass region from 40 Ca to 240 U. The latest AME2016 compilation includes mass values for 46 additional nuclei in the 40 Ca-240 U region, and these are listed in Table I alongside predictions from various models. These include the "bare" models (i.e., before BNN refinement) HFB-19 [12] , Duflo-Zuker [11] , FRDM-2012 [15] , HFB-27 [16] , and WS3 [17] . Also shown are the predictions from the BNN-improved Duflo-Zuker and HFB-19 models [9] . The last column displays the total binding energy as reported in the AME2016 compilation [13] ; quantities displayed in parentheses in the last three columns represent the associated errors. Note that we quote differences between the model predictions and the experimental masses using only the central values. Finally, the last row contains root-mean-square deviations associated with each of the models. The corresponding information in graphical form is also displayed in Fig.1 , but only for the five bare models discussed in the text. [14] . The model predictions are relative to the new experimental values listed in the last column and the quantities in parentheses represent the associated error. The last row displays the root-mean-square deviation of each of the models. All quantities are given in MeV. Table I and even more clearly illustrated in Fig. 1 are symptomatic of a well-known problem, namely, that theoretical mass models of similar quality that agree in regions where masses are experimentally known differ widely in regions where experimental data is not yet available [7] . Given that sensitivity studies suggest that resolving the r-process abundance pattern requires mass-model uncertainties of the order of 100 keV [18] , the situation depicted in Fig. 1 is particularly dire. However, despite the large scattering in the model predictions, which worsens as one extrapolates further into the neutron drip lines, significant progress has been achieved in the last few years. Indeed, in the context of density functional theory, the HFB-27 mass model of Goriely, Chamel, and Pearson predicts a rather small rms deviation of ∼ 0.5 MeV for all nuclei with neutron and proton numbers larger than 8 [16] . Further, in the case of the Weizsäcker-Skyrme WS3 model of Liu, Wang, Deng, and Wu, the agreement with experiment is even more impressive: the rms deviation relative to 2149 known masses is a mere ∼ 0.34 MeV [17] . Although not as striking, the success of both models extends to their predictions of the 46 new masses listed in Table I : σ rms = 0.72 MeV and σ rms = 0.51 MeV, respectively. This represents a significant improvement over earlier mass models that typically predict a rms deviation of the order of 1 MeV; see Table I However, our main focus is to assess the improvement in the predictions of two of these earlier mass models (HFB-19 and DZ) as a result of the BNN refinement. In agreement with the nearly a factor-of-two improvement reported in Ref. [9] , we observe a comparable gain in the predictions of the 46 nuclear masses listed in Table I ; that is, σ rms = (1.093 → 0.587) MeV and σ rms = (1.018 → 0.479) MeV for HFB-19 and DZ, respectively. Of course, an added benefit of the BNN approach is the supply of theoretical error bars. Indeed, when such error bars are taken into account-as we do in Fig. 2 -then all of the refined predictions are consistent with the experimental values at the 2σ level. For reference, also included in Fig. 2 are the impressive predictions of the WS3 model, albeit without any estimates of the theoretical uncertainties.
The trends displayed in
We close this section by addressing a particular set of nuclear masses that have been identified as "impactful" in sensitivity studies of the elemental abundances in r-process nucleosynthesis. These include a variety of neutron-rich isotopes in palladium, cadmium, indium, and tin; see Table I of Ref. [18] . As of today, none of these critical isotopes have been measured experimentally. However, many of them have been "flagged" (with the symbol "#") in the AME2016 compilation to indicate that while not strictly determined experimentally, the provided mass estimates were obtained from experimental trends of neighboring nuclides [13] . In Table II theoretical predictions are displayed for those isotopes that have been both labeled as impactful and flagged. Predictions are provided for the WS3 [17] , FRDM-2012 [15] , DZ [11] , and BNN-DZ [9] mass models. Root-mean-square deviations of the order of 1 MeV are recorded for all models, except for the improved Duflo-Zuker model where the deviation is only 369 keV. This same information is depicted in graphical form in Fig. 3 . The figure nicely encapsulates the spirit of our two-prong approach, namely, one that starts with a mass model of the highest quality (DZ) that is then refined via a BNN approach. [13] and that have been identified as impactful in r-process nucleosynthesis [18] .
The improvement in the description of the experimental data together with a proper assessment of the theoretical uncertainties are two of the greatest virtues of the BNN approach. Indeed, the BNN-DZ predictions are consistent with all masses of those impactful nuclei that have been determined from the experimental trends.
III. CONCLUSIONS
Nuclear masses of neutron-rich nuclei are paramount to a variety of astrophysical phenomena ranging from the crustal composition of neutron stars to the complexity of r-process nucleosynthesis. Yet, despite enormous advances in experimental methods and tools, many of the masses of relevance to astrophysics lie well beyond the present experimental reach, leaving no option but to rely on theoretical extrapolations that often display large systematic variations. [18] . All experimental values have been estimated from experimental trends of neighboring nuclides [13] . Quantities in parentheses denote the rms deviations.
The current situation is particularly troublesome given that sensitivity studies require mass-model uncertainties to be reduced to about 100 keV in order to resolve r-process abundances. There are at least two different approaches currently used to alleviate this problem. The first one consists of painstakingly difficult measurements near the present experimental limits that aim to inform and constrain mass models. The second approach is based on a global refinement of existing mass models through the training of an artificial neural network. This is the approach that we have advocated in this short contribution. Given that the training of the neural network relied exclusively on the AME2012 compilation, our approach was validated by comparing our theoretical predictions against the new information provided in the most recent AME2016 compilation.
The comparison against the newly available AME2016 data was highly successful. For the nearly 50 new mass measurement reported in the 40 Ca-240 U region, the rms deviation of the two BNN-improved models explored in this work (Duflo-Zuker and HFB-19) was reduced by nearly a factor of two relative to the unrefined bare models. Further, for the masses of several impactful isotopes for the r-process, the predictions from the improved Duflo-Zuker model were fully consistent with the new AME2016 estimates and in far better agreement than some of the most sophisticated mass models available in the literature. Finally and as important, all nuclear-mass predictions in the BNN approach incorporate properly estimated statistical uncertainties. When these theoretical error bars are incorporated, then all of our predictions are consistent with experiment at the 2σ level.
Ultimately, improvements in mass models require a strong synergy between theory an experiment. Next-generation rare-isotope facilities will produce new exotic nuclei that will help constrain the physics of weakly-bound nuclei. In turn, improved theoretical models will suggest new measurements on a few critical nuclei that will best inform nuclear models. We are confident that the BNN approach advocated here will play a critical role in this endeavor, particularly in identifying those nuclei that have the strongest impact in resolving some outstanding questions in nuclear astrophysics. We are hopeful that in the near future mass-model uncertainties-both statistical and systematic-will be reduced to less than 100 keV, which represents the elusive standard required to resolve the r-process abundance pattern.
